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By: PATRICK BRIONES

Making good music and performing is not easy. Especially, if
you have your full-time work. Obligations to family. And do
other things you love to do. Despite of what’s happening on
their own personal lives, their ups and down! This band is still
making good music and striving to fulfill their dreams. Get to
know more about these passionate
and talented individuals.

BAND: BUTTERCREAM
Officially Formed: July 2013
Genre: Pop Rock, Alternative
Rock
FB page: buttercreamband.ph
Meet the Band:
VOCALS
Hazel Pearl Deem
GUITAR
Mark Daryl “Maka” Paronable
BASS
Kenneth “Ken” Albino
DRUMS
Jericho “Jeck” Fernandez
Major Influences: Paramore,
Typecast, Moonstar88, Tonight
Alive, Mayonnaise, Drive me to
Juliet, UDD, The Winking Owl,
Darling Parade

How did the band
form?

HAZEL: The band formed in
July 2013 when I was in still
college. I and my college friends
Jaycee, Eljohn and Mongs was
the original member of
Buttercream. That time I’m with
my (former) band Tualatin and
decided to form a new one as
they want to play music too.
The first name of the band was
SNOSAER reverse spelling of
REASONS. When Jaycee left the
band and as Maka came. We
decided to change the name
and then suddenly Mongs and
Eljohn left as well due to
personal reasons then Jeck
came which I've met also in PUP
Paranaque. And we met
Kenneth! Then tadaaaaaah!
BUTTERCREAM was born!
JECK: Eljohn and Hazel was my
schoolmate in college. Maka was
my superior when I was an OJT
Trainee.

Why BUTTERCREAM?

KEN: Maybe because it’s sounds
masarap? Masasarap kasi kami.
Hahaha! Just kidding.
HAZEL: Honestly, we just can't
think of any name that time.
Then as I am making tambay sa
tindahan namin and I am eating
a biscuit. Hahahahahaha!
JECK: That biscuit’ called
Buttercream.

How did you get
your first break in
the music scene?

HAZEL: It was July 29 this
year. And I think for me it is
the biggest break for us
when we made it on the top
10 semi-finalist at the
Yellow Room Battle of the
Bands. It’s such an honor
and blessed to be part of it.
Unexpectedly, we made it!
Thank you Yellow Room!
KEN: Di lang pinalad
manalo. Sayansss!
Hahahaha!
JECK: Same here. Almost a
hundred bands tried their
luck and showed their
talents still we made it to
the semis. Thank you,
Yellow Room for the
experience and the
opportunity.
MAKA: Personally for me, It
was year 2006 when I had
my first break in music
Scene. Battle of the bands
as a substitute bassist.
Tagal na!

What did you guys feel
before and after your very
first performance?
KEN: Of course hindi nawawala yung
kaba, excitement, at saya! When
Maka and I started the so called eye
to eye contact pucha yun na! Talunan
naaaaa!!!

HAZEL: Nervous, kasi it is my first
time to be in a band that I am singing

while on the guitars as well. It just
feel different knowing that I am do
the singing and just starting doing
guitars that time.
MAKA: Excited and nervous. Hahaha!
JECK: Of course nervous because I
am just starting performing on bars.
Newbie! But still it was memorable.

How would you describe
the band's sound?

HAZEL: I think it is a combination of
Pop Rock and Alternative Rock.
Medyo mabigat kasi yung influences
ng bandmates ko especially Maka. He
makes the final arrangements of our
songs after I applied the keys,
melodies and lyrics.
JECK: Pop rock.
KEN: I don’t know? Hahaha kasi
feeling ko wala kaming katulad As
long as were enjoying the moment.
MAKA: Catchy... Haha!

You have your original
compositions which is ‘EL’
and ‘Taken For Granted’
who wrote this? Is there
any story behind the
songs?
HAZEL: I wrote those songs. ‘EL’ as
an anniversary gift for my boyfriend.
It is a love song of course. Actually
sobrang hirap para sakin gumawa ng
happy song, haha ewan! I just can't
express my feelings lalo pag masaya
kaya mostly nagagawa kong songs
pang broken hearted.

‘Taken for Granted’ was written nung
medyo brokenhearted ako syempre,
feeling ko natataken for granted ako
hahaha chos! But it is all part of
growing up. It is for those people who
always feel neglected.

KEN: Only those aliens in Pluto and
Mars can explain why Hazel wrote
those songs. Hahaha just kidding!
Seriously, It was dedicated for her
boyfriend kaEL. Thats why the title of
the song ‘EL’. While Taken for
Granted… it’s in the word itself. Basic!
MAKA: It was musically inspired by
Tonight Alive. EL was supposed to be
a sad song. But then Hazel changed
the lyrics. Because she already wrote
many sad songs.
JECK: The song ‘EL’ Yes, it’s for her
boyfriend. And ‘Taken for Granted’
huhuhuhu… it hurts a lot!

Is there any other song
you love to perform and
why?
JECK: Wasting Away from Tonight
Alive and Chandelier from Sia.
Chandelier we made our own version of
this song and arranged the riffs. We
made it more different than from the
original.
MAKA: Yes! Wasting Away by Tonight
Alive. It was challenging and
motivating. Every time I see Hazel do
her best to sing while playing guitar at
the same time.
KEN: For me, still our original ‘EL’,
because from song's intro up to the last
note of that song gives me
goosebumps and I feel the melody, the
lyrics. Always pumped-up every time
we do the song.
HAZEL: I always love to perform also
the bands original ‘Di Pala’. This is the
first song I wrote for Buttercream. Feel
na feel ko sya kasi kinikilig pa din ako
when I am playing it. Dun ko kasi
nakilala yung crush ko when we are
practicing and making finalizations of
the song,

What was the best thing
that happened to your
band so far? Any
memorable experience(s)?
HAZEL: The best thing happened to us
for me is when Kenneth came and
naging solid yung samahan namin, it is
more than friends, Overwhelmed na as
in parang magkakapatid yung turingan
namin sa isat-isa despite of our
differences tsaka yung pinagdaanan
namin as a band.
KEN: So far, when we played at Luneta
Park, Maybe that was our first big
event kase Luneta yun. Madaming tao!

MAKA: At Luneta with a huge crowd.
JECK: For me, during the recording of
the song ‘EL’ and ‘Taken for Granted’

How difficult for you guys
starting out?
MAKA: Very difficult because all of
them are still in college back then.
Schedules! To make it short.
KEN: yeah! Schedules! But still, we
always make time to do music.
JECK: Making compositions and
arrangements to our songs. Yeah, it’s
difficult.
HAZEL: Sobrang hirap kasi, sa sobrang
daming indie bands na magagaling. At
kung paano mapapansin o
makilala yung mga songs namin

Top 5 music on your player
right now
HAZEL: Rose Colored Boy, Fake
Happy, 26, Hard Times, Caught in the
Middle and Complexes
KEN: ‘EL’ and ‘Di Pala’ by our band; Sa
Ngalan ng Pag-ibig by December
Avenue; Last Hope by Paramore;.
Tsandelyera (Chandelier by Sia)
MAKA: Yellow Claw - City on
Lockdown; Future – Pie; Steve Aoki &
Yellow Claw – Lit; Marsh Mello –
Silence; Cheat Codes - Stay With You
JECK: Reverend’s Daughter by
Typecast; Hover by Urbandub; Not So
Fast by Wilabaliw; Breathless by Asking
Alexandria; No One Knows About
Shekainah by Days of January

During your freetime, how
do you spend it?
HAZEL: Sleeping
MAKA: Doing music with my other band
JECK: I do practice some art/logo or
making some vector art. Basketball,
Dota, And practicing drums of course.
KEN: Swimming! My favorite!

Describe each of your
bandmates in ONE WORD
KEN: Hazel – Brainy; Maka – Loverboy;
Jeck – Funny
HAZEL: Maka – Deep; Jeck – Abnormal;
Ken – Understanding
MAKA: Hazel – Pabebe; Jeck –
Abnormal; Ken – Pogi (So Handsome)
JECK: Hazel – Talented; Maka – Genius;
Kenneth – Multi-tasker

“Always choose to be happy mga bessy!
Thanking all of those people na walang sawang
sumusuporta sa Buttercream and to those na susuporta pa! Rak on!”
- HAZEL
“Basta masaya ka sa ginagawa mo. Tuloy lang!”
- KEN
“Keep on supporting local bands, support OPM.”
- JECK
“THANK YOU SO MUCH UNPLUG MAGAZINE!!!”
- MAKA

FACEBOOK.COM/BUTTERCREAMBAND.PH
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BY JAN TERENCE TOLENTINO

There’s a meme somewhere that stereotypes drummers as having
the shorter end of the stick (pun intended) compared to other members of the
band; they have to lug more equipment, they get fewer admirers
than the vocalist or guitarist, and they always get placed at the back
of the stage, farther than the rest of the band.
One such drummer, however, thinks little of this stereotype
as he feels that there’s more to a drummer than simply playing music.
Jesso Ron Montejo of Wilabaliw and 4th Draztik talks about his
daily experiences from work, to music,
and beyond the scene.

Starting the Day
Work starts at 9 AM. Ideally, that’s
also the time I’d start working. That
doesn’t really happen. I’m usually so
tired after a gig that I wake up at 9 or
10. That means I’m 2 to 3 hours late
almost every day. But that doesn’t
mean I skip breakfast – well, let’s call
it brunch for this instance – although
for the past few months, I’ve only
gotten the chance to have a
McDonald’s breakfast about three
times. After brunch, it’s straight to
work.
Professional Audio Solutions
I have a job with regular working
hours. It’s pretty much like a
government job. The only difference is
that my work is more in line with my
band. I work for a Pro Audio company.
We supply pro audio equipment such
as mixers and consoles, speakers,
monitors, and even musical
instruments to certain events.
I don’t find the job difficult at all. My
specialty is marketing. I’m in charge
of coming up with gimmicks and
promotions to help the store gain
more customers, whether it’s by
putting up a sale, or even by
reviewing a certain gadget and posting
the video on social media. Whatever
helps my clients and the company, I

make sure to put it up there.
The company I work for isn’t that big,
but it’s pretty well known as a go-to
place for pro audio. Everything else,
like the musical instruments and other
gadgets are there to simply fill the
gap. We want to encourage people to
visit the store and try out everything
they see, not just limit the clientele to
audio system enthusiasts. It would be
pretty boring if people would come to
the store and see nothing but pro
audio equipment. If you’re a beginner
musician, then try out our instruments
and plug them into our amps. If you’re
a sophisticated listener, give our
gadgets and audio tools a try. Just go
crazy!

Tit-For-Tat
Working here is a huge advantage to
my band, and vice-versa. You may
notice that when Wilabaliw plays, the
on-stage monitors are different.
That’s because they’re brought in by
the company. Not just monitors, but
you’ll also notice most of our
equipment being the exact same
products we sell, from my cymbals to
the samplers, and even some of Ian
(Tayao)’s mic equipment.
It all began when my manager
approached me one day, and then

asked me, “Jesso,
what sort of
equipment do you
and the rest of
Wilabaliw have the
most trouble with at
shows?” I answered
with a list of things
that we have had
the worst experience
with, starting with
the stage monitors –
because you know,
the front of house
speakers are for the
audience, but the
stage monitors are for the band – we
want sound good to ourselves, too!
He allowed us to borrow a few things
and purchase equipment at a
discount, so that’s what we did.
We’ve been promoting those products
ever since. Little by little, other bands
started noticing, and they wanted the
same thing! So I told my manager,
and he gave them the same discount.
It’s our way of helping other bands –
we won’t give them what they don’t
need, but we’ll provide them with
what they need.

The Predecessor
Robert (dela Cruz) and I use similar
equipment. Actually, the transition
from him to me was only difficult
because of our difference in skill; but
when it came to the equipment, it’s
almost the exact same setup. That’s
because Robert and I were colleagues
before, and he used to do the same
thing I’m doing – bringing the
company’s equipment to the band,
and promoting them in their shows. It
was actually my camaraderie with
Robert, with him bringing me to
Wilabaliw’s shows, that I got to know
Ian, Isok, and the rest of the band
who would eventually welcome me as
Robert’s replacement.

After Hours
A typical day after work would be me
going home to rest, watch intellectual
films, read books on success stories,
or put in some hours of drum
practice. I used to go straight to the
“Kuweba”, Wilabaliw’s headquarters,
to practice with the band. That would
be at least two times a week,
especially when we would have an
album in the works. If you think that
was stressful, when I first joined
Wilabaliw, I needed to practice every
day for a month!

Now that that’s over, we tone our
practice down to one or two sessions
a week. To keep in shape, though, I
make sure to put in an hour or so of
drum practice when I’m at home. I
just set up my practice pads, grab my
drumsticks, and stroke away. This is
especially useful when we have long
gaps in between shows, to keep my
hands in good condition. I noticed
that when I stop playing for quite a
while, my hands easily blister after
the next show. It’s also one way I
work on mastering certain rudiments,
even if I have no idea where to apply
them in our songs.
I’ve also recently enrolled in a gym.
See, I’m not getting any younger, so
one of the pains that gets me is gout.
I’ve actually missed a couple of
practice sessions because of this
ailment, which is why I make sure to
burn off any excess protein or flush
out any excess uric acid through
exercise.

Going to a gig
My unofficial role in the band is the
“scheduler”. I work with coordinating
the schedules of each member, so
that we avoid any conflicts with our
other projects. I also deal with the
logistics of the band, like what we
need to bring to certain events.
That’s why during a show, you’d see
me going around, checking the
equipment and talking with other
coordinators and road managers. But
mostly, I’d be eating. Drumming is
hard work, and I need my
nourishment.
After eating his fill and
having enough drinks,
Jesso takes the stage along
with the rest of Wilabaliw.
He gives the signal to start
by playing a basic
drumbeat. His face tells us
that his drumming is
supreme, and the sound
conveys the same
message. As the rest of the
band joins in, all that is
noticeable is the music.
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By PEN ISLA

It’s midnight, and I hear a noise. I step into the bar and the noise partitions.
It’s laughter, harmless quips of drunk joy being emanated by jubilant people
just having fun. It’s shouting, trains of unfiltered thought rattling through the
rails of honest conversation. It’s music. Powerful music. Music which makes
your heart pound and your head swivel with its melodious contours. Gin Rum
and Truth (GRT) is putting another bistro tightly in their grip by the sheer
strength of their soul, as they have always done.
I look around and I see people standing and sitting, drinking beer and having a
good time, unknowing that the music being stirred by GRT is dictating the palpitations of their blood streams. I hear it again as I make my way through the
ravenous crowd, the powerful music. The kind of music that moves you; the
kind of music that fills your body with dynamo.
Gin Rum and Truth controls the stage like none other. They own the platform,
and use it to portray whatever they would want to get across. The band’s sound
is heavy but spirited, intense yet grounded. Along with the incredulous
basslines of Mey Reyes and the ardent drum beats of Inigo Mortel, the keen
guitars of Martin Salvano and Snide Rosel, and the air-cutting vocals of Yok Tano fuse together into something that is harmoniously substantial and strong.
GRT is playing arguably their best song, “Kalayaan”, with instant reactions from
the crowd, some of hoots and some of applause. GRT seemingly carries the bar
along with their song, riding the ups and bearing the lulls of the sound waves.
Yet even though they direct the crowd with what they conjure, there is a sense
of coolness and awe in it, a shroud of mystery.
They exit the stage, and the shroud of mystery still accompanies them like
mist. Even if they’re not on stage, it still feels like they are somehow. I get a
hold of the band’s drummer, Inigo, and the mist fades. He’s dressed in a simple
plain black shirt with black pants and black shoes. I find him carrying his equipment to the back. I ask him what Gin Rum and Truth is for him, and he laughs
it off. “We’re a band of friends.” And it’s what separates them apart from the
other bands, I come to realize. They don’t do this just for the business of it, but
they’re legitimate in their overflowing camaraderie. “We [also] find it hard to
act professional.” And true to their songs, they are honest with themselves and
who they are. Inigo then shrugs, “We’re also introverts.” he says, which I find
hard to believe. To command a stage is to know people, and being an introvert
would loathe personal interaction. The mist of mystery, I think. Maybe, the mist
is just shyness misunderstood.

I proceed to ask him about who he is and
what he does and why, why he originally
wanted to be a part of Gin Rum and Truth.
“I joined the band because I liked their
music.” And then he follows it up sarcastically with “I liked the band first for their
image, and later for their sound.” Being
the drummer, he speaks about working in
a band, and writing the songs. “I didn’t
care about the lyrics until I got older.” He
says. Inigo is a specialist in creating the
ambiance and the foundation of the songs
Gin Rum and Truth creates. And as honest
as only he could render, he states Gin
Rum and Truth as a band that is resolute
and steadfast. “We want to make and play
music that we like. If we don’t like it, we
won’t play it.” He conveys this as their
songs speak of freedom and the harmful
realities of life in and of itself, creating
choruses of individual liberation. “I believe
I can fly.” Inigo adds. “I believe I can
touch the sky.” And before he leaves I ask
him what’s next for the band, he drops to
me his parting message. “3rd album.
[We’ll] establish our own scene.”

I catch up with Mey Reyes, the band’s bassist,
and get a chance to talk to him for a couple of
minutes. He’s already busy, drinking a bottle
of beer and yelling a quip to some guy three
tables away, laughing while he’s at it. I can
see that he’s a fun-loving guy, and when I ask
him what the band is really like he answers
me with “[We’re] a band of brothers. We love
to bully each other, especially the guitarist.
Hulaan niyo kung sino.” And he drinks to that.
He’s an approachable guy. It wouldn’t be a
surprise if he’s the guy that glues the band
together.
Mey is a profound family man, and he always
has his family supporting him in gigs and
shows. He also considers GRT his family, since
they’ve been together through tough times, a
large number of times. When I asked him how
the band formed, his answer was simple.
“Since childhood magkakasama na kami.
Tinuloy namin kasi lagi naman kami
magkakasama.” They were first friends and
brothers before they were band mates, and he
compounds their genuinity. “Our songs are the
stories of our lives.” It reminded me of what
Inigo said, that the band only plays the songs
that they like, but they also play songs that
are meaningful to them, songs that they
create and they’ve lived.
Then I ask Mey what he sees in the future of
the band, and how he sees it. He shrugs at
me and chuckles a bit. “We wanna get higher
salaries para naman masustain namin yung
mga needs.” There was playful swiftness in
that answer, and above those, truth. Because
even though GRT does what it does for the
passion and love for it, it’s also inherently a
job, unable to escape from the matters of life.
“More songs. New album. More gigs.” He
finally says before leaving. Mey commonly has
his head down on stage, playing the bass, but
towards the future, he has his head up looking
to the clouds and what’s next.

One of the guitarists reach out to me as I was looking for the other
members of the band. Martin Salvano, rhythm guitar, taps me on
the shoulder and he himself approaches me to say hi. And without
me asking, he’s already saying something. “You know, Gin Rum and
Truth is my favorite long-haired music group.” This made me laugh
and he laughs with me, but looking around, only two of its members
are going strong with their fashion statements, the rest already
had their hair cut to compromise with the remainder of the world.
But I guess he notices that too, so he adds. “Kahit magpagupit
yung mga long hair, favorite ko pa din. [Because] GRT is my
musical happy place. Lalo na yung hindi lang 70s yung togs
(tugtog).” And it’s true, Gin Rum and Truth is versatile when it
comes to playing music. They sometimes play classics from the
Beatles, rock anthems from Aerosmith, to pop songs from Lionel
Richie.
Playing classics, Martin has great hopes for Gin Rum and Truth’s
future. “Gusto ko yung mga kanta namin ay maging classic.” He
says, and I believe him when he says it. Who wouldn’t want what
they produce to be something great and influential? Then he laughs
for a bit. “At masama sa playlist ng videoke, apir!” And he drinks to
that. So I ask him then how he plans to get there, what the road
ahead will likely be. What’s next? “Next?” He says, with his
eyebrows curled. “Adventure ito. Walang may alam.” He shrugs,
then he laughs again. “Pero siguradong may inuman tuwing may
importanteng event sa mga buhay namin. Pamilya eh.” Family,
there’s that word again. GRT is a family. They drink when
something important happens. They drink when something
insignificant is taking place. They drink when they work. They drink
when they’re not. They’re inseparable.
Martin took the position Aven Reyes, Mey’s brother, once had.
Aven was a true brother, not only to Mey, but to the rest of the
band as well. Although due to unfortunate circumstances, Aven fell
ill, which led him incapable of performing in gigs and shows. As
soon as tragedy struck, the band got together and caught Aven like
the family that they are and the band of brothers that they would
prove to be. Gin Rum and Truth, sans Aven, initiated benefit
concerts and events to fund his medical procedures. But sadly, in
spite of all the support the band conjured up both financially and
emotionally, Aven succumbed to the sickness and passed away.
This is the greatest hardship the band would ever since face. To
lose a brother would be nothing short of devastating, and GRT
handled it by leaning on each other when times were at their
roughest. They’re now back, stronger than they have ever been,
and more determined and driven to leave their imprint in the
Filipino rock scene.

I spend some time trying to find Snide, the band’s
lead guitarist. I see him fixing up his guitar at the
back part of the bar, holding on to his skateboard.
He’s one of the two who remain to have long hair in
the band. I remember how his riffs dominated the
stage and commanded the ears of the crowd, using
only six strings and two hands. He was an artist,
electrifying any crowd he comes across with his
vibrant tones and chords, painting the audience a
picture with his sounds. I go nearer to him and he
shows his face, something you rarely see because
whenever Snide takes the stage, his hair is hunched
over his apex like a crown, a shroud. But off-stage,
the band’s lead guitarist seems much more cordial
than what he appears to be on-stage. The mist of
mystery, I remember. Snide wears it like a fine
tunic; it suits him.,
I ask him then what Gin Rum and Truth is for him.
“[We’re] friends who like to do what they do best.
We’re just friends who want to have a band so we
can play music” This would only go to show how
passionate each member of the band is, to find
passion in what they do, and to do it at a high level,
night in and night out. It also goes to show how
lucky they are, to find each other. All on the same
boat, cherishing in what they have and in what
they’re doing. But that got me curious on how Snide
discovered this passion of his and how he started in
actually delving himself into music. “It was when I
saw the Beatles on TV. [They] inspired me to write
my own songs and be in a band.” And the Beatles
were definitely regarded as one of, if not the best,
something GRT would undoubtedly want to achieve
as well.
“We want our songs and music videos to be played
on the radio or TV.” This band is always hungry for
more, striving for success. And Snide, with his eyes
to the future, clasps his hands and turns his head
down when I ask what’s next. “Music video. New
album. Bigger gigs.” He said it as straightforward as
anything can be, bent to make a name for
themselves and determined to make an impact in
the music scene. And then he leaves, with his guitar
and skateboard in hand, disappearing into the
crowd.

Yok Tano, Gin Rum and Truth’s
vocalist, is entirely hard to miss. If
he doesn’t have a crowd of people
acknowledging him, he himself feels
like a crowd. The atmosphere he
brings is unmistakable; it screams
rock. I greet him and he shakes my
hand. I tell him they had a good
set, because they did, and he slaps
my back. “Salamat tol, cheers!” He
has a bottle of Red Horse in his
hand, but I don’t, so he gives me
one. I take my sip, and he takes his
three to four gulps. I go on to ask
him on what he perceives Gin Rum
and Truth is. “Pare-parehas naman
mga kakalabasan ng mga sasabihin
namin. We’re a band of brothers,
and we like to play music.” The GRT
frontman proceeds to sit down, and
tilts his head toward me in a warm
and accommodating way, alluding
that I continue.
I asked him his ‘why’, and he had
a simple yet concise answer. “I
went to music because I felt that it
was the only place that I belonged
to. I felt I was part of a family that
accepted me for who I am.” He told
me how GRT made their song
‘Hungover’, and how it was done
almost by absolute coincidental
chance, wherein he started singing
random notes and Inigo started to
play random chords, and the song
just naturally came together. He
also told me how ‘Lasing’ was so
bad, because they actually made
the song while the entire band was
dead drunk. He extends his
narrative. He was still wearing his
shades, a Yok Tano signature
fashion choice, but I could feel the
fire in his eyes burn bright. He puts
his bottle down on the table.

I then ask the origin of the name of the band, on why and how Gin Rum and
Truth became ‘Gin Rum and Truth’. “Well, nung una sinuggest ni Aven yung Gin
Rum and Tonic.” He let out a sly laugh while saying that last bit. “Sabi ko
naman na medyo pang-cocktail drink, so bakit hindi nalang Gin Rum and Truth.
Usapang laseng. Tapos sinabi ni Mey yung phrase na ‘In Vino Veritas’ ibig
sabihin ‘In wine there is truth’” I nodded to this, and true to its name GRT is
truthful right down to the lyrics they hail. In knowing where the band came
from, I asked Yok where he thinks the band is headed to. “We want to make
our own scene.” He said with vigor, and he finished with that. I thanked him,
and he picked up his bottle, and already, he was swarmed in the crowd.
I leave the bar with a bottle in my hand that’s half-empty, but maybe to Gin
Rum and Truth it’s half full. Underground Philippine Rock’s gem is unwavering
and looks to the future with sincere optimism. Gin Rum and Truth won the
2014 Independent Band of the year Award. “Even though we aren’t indie but
just because we made our own shit.” and is proud of it. They are a band with a
lot of experience behind them, and a lot more ahead of them. Once the mist of
mystery surrounds the world, I think to myself. Then GRT will get the
recognition they have for so long deserved. Gin Rum and Truth has talent, they
have the skill, they have the drive, and they have the ‘diskarte’ to pull it off. All
they really need is time and an opportunity to command a much larger stage
than just a platform.

For bookings:
09175575945(Norlyn)
sxmanila@gmail.com | www.facebook.com/
ginrumandtruth | www.facebook.com/ginrumntruth

Photos by:
Panda Choco Photography
Carlo Ybanez Photography
Toy Perez
SXManila
John Isaac Lucinada
Chana Mongaya
Franz Chad Dy
Your Central Student Council
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December 17, Eleyn will be releasing their first single
in nearly seven years, titled “EKIS" that was taken
from their first self-titled EP.
The song talks about how every relationship has its downs and sometimes we
would come to a point when we have to make amends or call it quits,
but at the end of the day love surely wins.
The band is currently working on new materials to be released
early next year along with the Music Video for Ekis.
Eleyn -Ekis
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What was once a
fascination on how
something got printed on
a piece of fabric, how
punks' patches were made
or that logo on a school
uniform sparked multitude
of ideas that soon gave
name to this humble
clothing line.
With passion as its only
ammunition, Lipburn was
born. No hopes, no
expectations, just passion.
Only few have known
them at the start but that
doesn't stopped their
hunger to release designs
that are products of their
artistic sense of wit.
From geek to weird to
detailed to simple, there’s
more to shirt than a just
shirt. And we really can't
deny, more and more
folks are now loving
Lipburn because we are
them. We are thinking, we
are out of the box, we are
meticulous yet we are
simple. An art within an
art.

But if there’s one thing that never grows old with them, it is
their pride in DIY process for each of their crafts. From
sketching to darkroom (transferring of design to silkscreen)
to selecting of fabric to use, to paint mixture, they do it on
their own. Even the promotion and selling! They do meet-up
with their customers personally that more often leads to
conversation and friendship. Yes, old but gold.
You can most likely spot them on various music events, gigs
and art exhibits they support the local scenes and artists
both in mainstream and underground. They are also open to
project collaboration be it over a cold bottle of beer or a
bowl of hot noodle soup.

Lipburn traces its roots in
Paete, Laguna, a small town
resting on the foot of Sierra
Madre Mountain some three
hours away (depending on
the traffic weight) from the
metro. It is home to the
finest sculptors and painters
in the country, thus called
The Carving Capital of the
Philippines.
They are happy with the
latest news of pandas being
no longer endangered and
they are hoping for more
endangered animals be saved
away from extinction too.
You can check them at
“details and contacts here:”
and at some local stores.
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With Star Wars: The Last Jedi coming out in a few
days, Star Wars: Battlefront 2 has been in the
middle of probably one of the craziest video game
controversies in the industry in this decade. While I could
go on and on about the controversy, I made it a
point to not let that be the basis
of my reviewing this game. The microtransactions
and loot box system are awful, the game still
has some saving graces that saves it from
some of the hate it gets.

Gameplay
The game finally boasts an interesting
Campaign mode that falls short from a
predictable plot twist but definitely
bridges the gap between “Return of
the Jedi” and “The Force Awakens”.
While told from the perspective of
Inferno Squad the Empire’s blackops
unit, led by Iden Versio, players will
encounter familiar faces such as Han
Solo, Princess Leia, to name a few.
The game’s multiplayer is it’s bread
and butter. Supporting up to 40
players at the same time for some epic

warfare, hindered by a bit of balance
issue with the awful star card system
in place. The new class system adds a
tactical and strategic layer to the
combat and is a welcome addition to
the game.
While several modes make a return
from its predecessor, Starfighter
Assault steals the show with epic
pieces and interesting mission
objectives. On top of that, players are
mixed in with bots to fill the map more
and to keep you on your toes.
Progression sadly is
a little difficult in
this game but not
entirely ruined.
While it does take
some time to
unlock heroes like
Darth Vader, it is
nowhere near the
predicted time as
described in one
post on reddit.

Controls

Graphics and Sound

The controls for Battlefront 2 are
simple enough and don’t have ad
difficult learning curve, I am pleased
to report. The addition of being able
to flip between first and third person
is a welcome addition as I found that
some situations really demand you
switch between the two for a better
view of the battlefield.. And of course
the authentic feel especially during
starfighter assault.

This is where Star Wars: Battlefront 2
excels! The game’s graphics is
gorgeous and one of the best you
could ever find in the FPS genre, while
still retaining a more or less smooth
frame rate. This is further enhanced
with the sound! The previous
Battlefront was praised for the sound
effects of the weapons and vehicles,
it’s sequel take it’s on another level!
With music from all 8 movies present,
the game feels like you in the movie.
From the cold halls of Cloud City to
the lush forest of Maz’s castle.
Definitely one of the game’s saving
graces!

The controls were slightly altered for
the Starfighters as missiles now
require to press the button once for
lock on and again to fire. And
controlling the speed of the ships feels
better than before. You could feel the
speed difference between the
standard starfighter, the interceptors,
and bombers.
Despite the solid gameplay controls,
navigating the menus can be
challenging and there isn’t a proper
tutorial explaining how each section of
the menu works.

The game has a lot of issues
but nothing a few patch fixes and
addressing of balancing issues can’t
remedy. While the campaign falls short
about halfway through, the free DLC
that’ll come with updates may redeem
it. On top of that, the game offers a fun
experience for Star Wars fans. It may
not appeal to a casual FPS fans but
players who want to get in
the cockpit of the
Millennium Falcon or fight alongside the
Empire may find a few chinks in it’s
armour but that doesn’t mean the game
does not deserve a second chance.
May the Force be With You.
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SNAKEFIGHT “CIRCLES”

MUSIC BY SNAKEFIGHT

FAINTLIGHT “LOSING CONTROL”

FLYING IPIS “WALUST”

Directed by: Gian Mawo
Music: Flying Ipis

ANG BANDANG SHIRLEY “MAGINHAWA”

Song written by Faintlight
Recorded, mixed and
mastered by Emil Dela Rosa at
Campsite Recordings

Iggy San Pablo as Maginhawa Boy
Joyce Camille Reyes as Maginhawa Girl

FALSE CONTENDER
“TAKING YOUR SIDE”

SUNFLOWER PROJECT
“THERE IS HOPE

Recorded and Mixed by : Campsite Recordings
Drum Track Recorded by : Jek Daniels Studio

Recorded, mixed and mastered by:
SATURNINE AUDIO
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BEAST JESUS “EROS OBFUSCATE”

RIA BAUTISTA

Music by Beast Jesus
Addi onal vocals by Angelica Pablo and Fulgencio Bermejo
Mixed and mastered at Saturnine Audio

Recording Ar st, Editor Unplug Magazine
Business Owner Tigasouth, Social Media
Consultant AVSC PRO, Brand Ambassador,

BLACK WOLF GYPSYS

"Rancor" live at Banana Rising Studio

LIRIKHA

“HINDI INAASAHAN”

Directed by: Kevin Kevin Cayabyab Dayrit

CHEATS “CRUMBLE”

Directed by: Kyle Quismundo
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AFROMAN Productions
kaelgorbycruz@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/afromanprodph

CRAZY DUCK Productions
0917 7325550, 0905 4173991
www.facebook.com/CrazyDuckProduction

AMPLIFIED MUSIC Productions
www.facebook.com/AMProdPH

DLIVES Productions
0906 4105678 | lemsguitar@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/dlivesproduction

BAD AND NAUGHTY BOYS Production
www.facebook.com/Bad-and-Naughty-Boys-Production486710591487331

DIRTY KNOBS Productions
www.facebook.com/Dirty-Knobs-Productions-

BANDISTA Productions
www.facebook.com/Bandista-Production1778753412386271/?fref=ts

DOCDEF Productions
docdefproductions@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/docdefprod

BARBERO Productions
0917 8292767, 0916 5087131 | hibiki_jp79@yahoo.com |
www.facebook.com/barberoprod

EARGASMA Production
www.facebook.com/eargasmaprod

BARAKO Production
brkprdctn@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/BarakoProduction
BEAT TRICKS Productions
0916 3805941 | www.facebook.com/beattricksprod/?fref=ts
BE BRIGHT BACK Production
0948 7001100 | rakistaonline27@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/berightbackproduction
BEEHIVE Productions
www.facebook.com/beehiveproductionsph
BLACK CAT Production
0915 2878010 | www.facebook.com/blackkittenproduction

EMS Production
www.facebook.com/EMS-Production-1097024877072433
FROG Production
0906 2243313 | jv_mango@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/frogproductionofficial
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
HIGH FREQUENCY Productions
0917 5566188
www.facebook.com/High-Frequency-Productions241641352529089

CATHARSIS Productions
0912 9448141 | carolgcasis@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/catharsisph

HUGE ROCK Productions Inc.
www.facebook.com/hugerockcreativeproductions

CHILI SAUCE Production
0932 6062581 | chilisauceprod@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ChiliSauceProduction

KHAKARA Production
0943 6810589, 0915 8574568, 0915 1419597
www.facebook.com/KProductionPH

CHOCO SKULL Productions
www.facebook.com/chocoskullph

MIYAW Productions
0975 9812366 | www.facebook.com/miyawprod

MUDHONEY Productions
0917 7645727 | www.facebook.com/MudhoneyProductions
NOODLESHOX Productions
www.facebook.com/NoodleShoxProd
ORPHEUS Productions
0999 7927396
www.facebook.com/Orpheus-Production-Pilipinas158577537511212/
OUTLOUD PILIPINAS Productions
outloud.pilipinas@live.com
www.facebook.com/outloudpilipinasevents
OVATION Productions
Contact | 02 532 8883 | www.facebook.com/
ovationproductions | www.ovationproductionsmanila.com
PARAYAOSKI Productions
www.facebook.com/Parayaoskiproduction

REDLINES Productions
02 4535803 | redlinesprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/RedlinesProductions
RED NINJA Productions
www.facebook.com/redninjaprod
REDROCKET Productions
redrocketprod@yahoo.com,
redrocketproductionsph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/RedRocketProductions
SAVE THE QUEEN Productions
0917 8242787 | savethequeenprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SaveTheQueenProd
SHARKBOY Productions
www.facebook.com/sharkboyprod
SLEDGEHAMMER Productions
0916 4920975, 0916 2168563
www.facebook.com/sledgehammerprod

PEACE BOMB NATION Production
www.facebook.com/peacebombnationproduction

SOLID EMPIRE Productions
0926 2246411 (Norbs), 0999 7267113 (Jonas)
PEACE TOL Productions
solidempireproductions@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/PeaceTol-Productions-160296117363281 www.facebook.com/SolidEmpireProductions
PHOENIX Productions
0927 4972387 | miggy.eventsplanner@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/ilovephoenixproduction
PROD CENTRAL
0905 5362566 | prod.central@yahoo.com |
www.facebook.com/ProdCentral
PURPLE SUNSET Productions
www.facebook.com/purplesunsetproductions

SUBLIME EVENT Productions
www.facebook.com/Sublime.Events.Productions
SXMANILA (Sound Experience Manila)
0917 5575945 | sxmanila@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/sxmanila
TAMBAYAN Production
0926 3651204 | www.facebook.com/TambayanProdph

RACC/OON Production
raccoonph@gmail.com | www.facebook.com/raccoonprod

TEAM KARGA Productions
0906 4490021
www.facebook.com/Team-Karga-Production115575338559897

RED BUTTON Production
0917 8530179 | redbuttonproductionph@gmail.com |
www.facebook.com/redbuttonproduction

THEDRUGGEDZOMBIE
riabautista@me.com
www.facebook.com/thedruggedzombie

THE SOUTHERN PROJECT
demo@thesouthernproject.com
www.facebook.com/thesouthernproject
TONO Events
0905 2062858 | www.facebook.com/TonoEvents
TSIKENSTARR Production
tsikenstarrproductions@gmail.com | www.facebook.com/
TsikenStaRR-Production-206432522707150
UNDERSTONE Production
0906 4716126 | undertoneproduction@gmail.com |
www.facebook.com/undertoneproduction
WE ARE THE UNDERDOGS Productions
watunderdogsprod@gmail.com | www.facebook.com/
wearetheunderdogsproductions | www.watupph.com

To be included in this free listing, email to:

NICKY@CAEDITORIAL.COM

